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This follow-up to the wildly successful Wiccapedia, written by the two authors of that book,
gives readers a broader knowledge of Wicca, nature magick, and spellcraft today. Includes a
four-color insert on pentacle magick! With more in-depth explorations of nature magick and
divination, this beautifully illustrated guide to witchcraft is a must for all Wiccans in search of
greater knowledge. It covers everything from hedge witches to druids; working with cosmic
helpers like angels, gods and goddesses, and spirit guides for a variety of spells; nature magic
—from drawing down the moon to psychic plant power; tapping into cosmic power; and
developing your sixth sense, mastering tarot, using angel numbers, and spiritual astrology. An
FAQ section at the end answers the most-asked questions about the craft.  
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CREDITSAuthors’ NotesLeanna GreenawayIn my opinion, if a faith feels right deep inside your
soul, then believe it, and if it doesn’t, then don’t! Each one of us is unique, and we all must go
through life at our own pace. I have been a witch since I was a teenager, but even as a small
child, I always felt a calling and the need to reach out to a higher power. At the age of nineteen,
when I began researching and studying witchcraft, I realized that this was the path I had to
take. When I finally ‘came out of the broom closet,’ it didn’t go down well with all my family
members, but it was something that I really couldn’t deny myself. Over time, they realized this
and, thankfully, came to accept it. Nowadays, I am head of my own coven, where, once a
month, nine of us meet and cast spells together for the good of mankind. I also have my very
own YouTube channel where I perform demonstrations on things magickal.My message to all
the budding witches out there is this: you will know deep in your heart if Wicca is for you. It
starts with an intense fascination that will draw you in. Often, people who take an interest in the
craft in this life have been witches or healers in another, so the things they learn from studying
Wiccan books sometimes feels like a reminder of what they already know. For me, Wicca is the



love of my life, and I can’t imagine not being able to follow my true path.SHAWN ROBBINSI
believe we live in a world of indefinite possibilities, where everything is an enigma and we are
all unique in our search for individuality. To me, labels do not define who, or what, we are; they
are just a gateway to realize the true meaning of life. As for my own thoughts and musings, the
path that I have chosen is a road less traveled, filled with hills and valleys. I look upon my
journey as a perpetual student in life, and the people that I have met along the way—including
Margot Adler and Sybil Leek—have had a profound effect in shaping my views and thoughts,
both as a friend and teacher.As authors, we also believe that we who promote the Wiccan way
have a responsibility to learn from our ‘peers from the past,’ who laid a foundation of writings
and teachings to grow upon. This includes the likes of Aleister Crowley, Helena Blavatsky, Scott
Cunningham, Raymond Buckland, Robert Graves, Éliphas Lévi, Stewart Farrar, Samuel Liddell
MacGregor Mathers, Owen Davies, George Pickingill, and Gerald Gardner, just to name a few.
These people greatly influenced modern Witchcraft.PrefaceWITCHCRAFT TODAYBell, Book,
and MagickNo one is really quite sure when witchcraft began, but from what we can gather, it
probably originated when human beings first assembled together in groups and worshipped
the sun, moon, and stars. Historical records show us that it stemmed from the ancient Greeks,
Romans, Hebrews, and Egyptians. Other cultures believe that it started with the ancient Celts—
a group of people dating as far back as 700 bce.Whatever its origin, it is safe to say that
magick and all things supernatural have made appearances in most cultures since the
beginning of time. Although witchcraft today has its roots in Paganism, it is fast becoming one
of the most popular faiths of the modern day. Human beings are more sophisticated than ever
before and look for sense and logic when we are seeking an inner truth. We might be able to
argue the fundamental facts of the Bible or other religious teachings, but you cannot deny that
there is a moon and a sun in the sky, medicinal plants in the soil, and nature all around
us.Wicca is a spiritual following. It is a versatile faith, allowing you to sculpt and shape it in a
way to suit your needs. For a belief to matter, it must chime within your heart and ring a truth
deep within your soul.The nice thing about the craft is that some people will embrace it
completely, whereas others will only take on parts of it; a select few may merge their practices
with other religions, such as Christianity. Wiccans do not frown upon other faiths. Wicca is a
personal journey for everyone willing to experience it, and you can give as much or as little as
you like.History tells us that many of our traditions today were born from the ancient Pagans.
Annual holidays such as Christmas, Easter, and Halloween, were once referred to as the
Sabbats, and all the customs that we participate in today, such as blowing out candles on a
birthday cake and making a wish, started with the ancient Greeks. People would adorn a cake
with candles, which symbolized the glow of the moon, and take them to temples as an offering
to Artemis. It is thought that the candle smoke carried their prayers to the heavens. It’s funny to
think that we all perform this ritual year in and year out when we blow out the candles on our
birthday cakes!Like with most things, witchcraft has evolved across the ages. Nowadays,
Wiccans are proud of their faith and always try to work with the greater good, but in days gone
by, Wicca had a dark side. Sadly, this bad press clung to witchcraft. It is not until we really delve
deep into the recent history of the craft that we see how most of the current-day prejudice is
quite misconstrued.The witch trials in England, which took place around 1645, are a good
example of this. Witchfinder General Matthew Hopkins projected widespread panic across the
United Kingdom, and many innocent people were accused of working for the Devil, tortured,
and often put to death.Hopkins was a feared and evil witch hunter who worked with his
associate, John Stearne, to line his own pockets. He swept across East Anglia and later
traveled farther afield through Essex, trying and executing women for the crimes of witchcraft.



Others accompanying him were employed to torture confessions of witchcraft out of the
innocent victims. The accused would be submitted to sleep deprivation and be forced to stay
awake for days, constantly walking around in circles until they were so exhausted, they had no
other option but to confess. Another form of torture was cutting victims with a blunt knife. If a
victim bled, she was proclaimed innocent; if she did not, she was sentenced to death for being
a witch. One of Hopkins’s preferred methods of torture was the swimming test. Accused
women were bent double, tied up, and plunged into rivers and lakes. If they floated, they were
condemned, and if they sank, they were innocent.Hopkins became renowned across England
for these practices and was paid a healthy fee of £23 from each town to rid them of their
witches. This figure today would amount to approximately £4,000, so it seems that this was a
lucrative career move for the witchfinder general.Even today, people still shy away from the
word witch and believe it to have some dealings with the devil. This couldn’t be further from the
truth. Witchcraft is not a form of Satanic worship like some would have you believe. Witches do
not and never have believed in the Devil, because the Devil is a Christian concept.Over the
centuries people have advanced and, thankfully, so has witchcraft. Most Wiccans are gentle
souls with good intent and a love of nature. They pride themselves on looking at the planet
from a deeper perspective and becoming in tune with everything from a physical and spiritual
standpoint. Like with any spiritual movement, there is good and bad, but it must be said that it
is highly unusual for modern-day Wiccans to work with anything but good intent. More often
than not, they will repel from becoming involved in anything other than what is right and pure.
This is because Wiccans have a devout belief in that what goes around comes around, so if
you do something cruel or unkind to another person, it is highly likely that your karma will catch
up with you and something similar will befall you later down the line. Wiccans also have a code
of ethics, which they stand by. The most upheld of these: harm none and do as ye will. Those
adept in the craft believe entirely on a person’s free will. They take their rituals very seriously
and will always make sure that no one is affected negatively in the process.This is the third
book in the Modern-Day Witch Series, after Wiccapedia (written by the two of us) and The
Good Witch’s Guide (written by Shawn and Charity Bedell). In this book, we’ll further explore
different kinds of witches and what they practice; take a deeper look at cosmic helpers and
more about how to work with them for a wide range of spells; and also cover all types of nature
magic—from flowers to faeries. Plus there’ll be a full-color chapter on pentacle power and
comprehensive sections on divination, including using astrology and practicing botanomancy,
the art of plant and herb divination. There is also a FAQs appendix on the most-asked
questions about the craft.Part OneWICCA AND MAGICKChapter 1Which Witch are You?Most
of the current religious movements are amalgamations of other, earlier doctrines, beginning
with the first recorded imagery of ancient icons, including the all-powerful sun. Those who have
an affinity for witchcraft often find themselves embarking on their own personal journeys. Unlike
many other fixed religions, there are numerous varieties of witchcraft, all a little similar in one
way or another but also with differences in the details.Some people suppose that if you are a
witch, then you are Wiccan, but this is not entirely true. Witchcraft is a faith where you must
carve out your own path and find the route that rings true to your inner soul.Your faith must be
all about you; it is what the craft means to you as an individual and how you go about
becoming at one with the universe and your surroundings.Try to think of it as a way of creating
yourself. So first, you must determine what being a witch means to you. It is far more than just
owning a few crystals, saying the odd spell, or brewing some herbs to make tea. It is a way of
life, a voice inside your head—a calling, if you like! If, as a small child, you were always drawn
to things magickal, then you were probably born to be a witch. Whether you are a well-informed



type or a beginner witch, there is always something new to learn.Though all Wicca groups are
based in British Traditional Wicca (BTW), over time Wicca has adopted a lot of offshoots that
have developed and given birth to many new phases of the craft. For instance, Gerald Gardner
became popular in the 1930s, when he brought witchcraft to the public’s attention. He spent a
lifetime trying to change the stigma associated with Wicca and became known as the father of
witchcraft. As a result, he built a massive following across the world, which is now called
Gardnerian Wicca, a New Forest branch of BTW.Another example is Alexandrian Wicca, which
was founded in the 1960s by English occultist and High Priest Alex Sanders. Gardnerian and
Alexandrian Wicca are two well-known groups, but other smaller associations have broken
away from the BTW and formed their own labels, creating new methods and traditions of their
own.We have a lot to thank Gardner for. He was instrumental in the birth of neo-pagan Wicca,
reviving the wonderful, ancient art of witchcraft, and clearing the way for witches to practice
freely today.13 SIGNS YOU COULD BE A NATURAL WITCH1. You have strange or prophetic
dreams, often waking around the witching hour.The witching hour is traditionally thought to be
midnight, but many witches believe it begins around 3:00 a.m. It is important to pay attention to
your dreams and keep a journal next to your bed to record your experiences during this hour.2.
You have a rapport with nature and worry about the animal kingdom.Witches have a likeness
for nature, from the tiniest ant to the giant whales of the sea, and have an aversion to killing
any living creature. Rather than step on them, they gently remove spiders and bugs from their
houses and usually live with at least one pet.3. You feel an inner need to protect your planet
and pay a great deal of attention to reducing your waste.Witches are generally very ‘green,’
reusing bags and recycling anything they can. They have a fascination with the planet and
respect all things living.4. You love to be outdoors and have a fondness for growing plants and
herbs.Whether it be in the ground or on the windowsill, there is an abundance of plant life
budding all around you. You may also have an ardent interest in herbal remedies and
medicines, often linking them to holistic therapy.5. You have a fascination with objects and
believe they hold the power of luck, prosperity, or even protection.You call them ‘lucky charms,’
amulets, or talismans and won’t pursue important events without them at hand.6. You have
heightened intuition.Witches tend to walk into a room and almost immediately pick up on the
atmosphere. Perhaps you can often intuitively tell if something is wrong with the people around
you. This stems from being able to tap into the energy around a person. You may also
experience feelings very deeply and be sensitive to your surroundings.7. You have an interest
in one kind of animal, be it a cat, dog, spider, or crow.Witches have been renowned for having
‘familiars’ since the beginning of the craft. You may have a liking for a certain species of animal.
Perhaps you already have a treasured cat, dog, or bird as a pet.8. The universe and solar
system will captivate your interest, and you might believe life exists elsewhere.Where a witch is
concerned, there is no one set way of thinking. You like to be open-minded to all kinds of
theories. An attraction to the universe and life on other planets enthralls you.9. You are a moral
and upstanding person, always believing in the greater good.There is a devout belief in Wicca
that what goes around comes around, and because of this, a witch will never intentionally do
anything to upset their karma. If you identify with this, then doing a nice thing for someone
every day may be a common practice of yours.10. Faeries and other mythical creatures
enchant you.A witch’s home is usually adorned with mystical items and ornaments. Because
many witches believe in parallel realms, you may often sit quietly in wooded areas to breathe in
nature and see if you can connect with nature spirits.11. You believe in the power of the
spiritual world.As a witch, you always believe that you are being helped spiritually and that
someone in the spirit world is looking out for you, be it a lost loved one or a higher being.12.



You like nothing more than being creative.Any creative activity, such as arts and crafts, writing,
or drawing and painting pleases you. Food and crafting with flavors and herbs is also important
to many a witch.13. You have an avid interest in the supernatural and divination.Not all witches
are psychic, but many of them like to indulge in reading tarot or tea leaves. If you identify with
this, then perhaps pendulums or even divining rods are present in your toolbox.ALL MANNER
OF WITCHERYIf you feel an inner witch calling to you, then it’s time to embrace them. It is not
imperative that you fall into any one category. Along the way, you might research many different
forms of witchcraft before you settle on a method of belief that suits you. On the other hand,
you could be more of an eclectic witch, using lots of varying methods in your craft. The choice
is yours; this is your life and your faith.With so many different types of witch out there, we’ve
listed some of the most common groups practicing across the world today. See if you identify
with any one of them.So Which Witch Are You?ALEXANDRIAN WITCH Following the
established practices of Alex Sanders, these witches believe in the freedom of all witches and
therefore, all other forms of witchcraft. Their focus is mainly on traditional methods of the
craft.ANGELIC WITCH This is a fast-growing, modern approach to witchcraft becoming
popular in the UK and Europe. Angelic witches connect to universal vibration, replacing the
traditional god and goddess used in rituals and spellcasting with angels. Their altars are often
decorated with angelic representations, such as feathers, ornaments, and angel cards. They
believe not just in a divine source but also in a celestial one. Because they trust solely in the
power of the mind, they incorporate cosmic ordering alongside their spells.BLOOD WITCH
Also called hereditary witches, blood witches are people who have learned the craft from family
members. They usually follow the ‘old’ ways, which will have been passed down through the
generations.CELTIC WITCH This witch uses magickal practices that derive from the Celtic
culture, following local folklore and, again, the ‘old’ ways. However, Celtic witches do employ
many basic and traditional forms of Wicca in their workings.DRUID WITCH Commonly referred
to as druidism, this practice worships nature and spirits and works in harmony to create a
better environment, both spiritually and materially. This form of the craft has a large following,
and it is thought that no two druids walk the same set path. Some honor the gods, whereas
others have no religious intent. They use herbs to heal and divining methods to predict future
events. Forest druids will sometimes respect Celtic forms of witchcraft.ECLECTIC WITCH This
witch needs a faith that speaks to their soul and so will pick and choose different parts of the
many variations of witchcraft to suit them. They will not follow strict or set rules, allowing
themselves to go with what feels right. Often, they follow their own chosen path. They borrow
from all kinds of pagan or neo-pagan practices and utilize them into their own personal belief
system. These can be from all four corners of the globe and covering many cultures. Often
these witches reinvent some of the ancient pagan or Wiccan rituals into a more modern,
functioning form of witchcraft, using similar tools but with an up-to-date twist. Eclectic Wicca is
fast becoming the most commonly practiced in the field of witchery.GARDNERIAN WITCH This
subgroup follows the teachings of Gerald Gardner, specifically in the practice of neopagan
Wicca.HEDGE WITCH The term hedge witch stems from ancient times, when people lived in
villages near forests or woodlands. The forest or woodland perimeters were called ‘hedges.’
They have a love of all things nature-based and use a variety of wild plants in their magickal
rituals. This witch tends to lean toward spiritual workings. Meditation, healing, and lucid
dreaming are all part of their craft. Like the solitary witch, they often cast spells alone, but many
are joining online covens and sharing their knowledge with others. In years gone by, the hedge
witch would be the person you sought out for healing a minor ailment. They have a wide
knowledge of medicinal herbs and plants and blend their own remedies by the light of the



moon.GREEN WITCH Made popular by Ann Moura, this is an earth-based type of witchcraft,
where the witch worships nature spirits and Mother Earth. Like hedge witches, green witches
are very efficient with herbal remedies and are super proficient in the growing of plants.
Chosen deities vary from witch to witch, but above all, they admire and respect the earth and
the universe. Many green witches like to use the energies within natural objects such as
stones, crystals, and the four elements: earth, air, fire, and water. Some have been known to
practice ancient folk customs and traditional magick.KITCHEN WITCH Kitchen witches—also
sometimes referred to as cottage or hearth witches—use their homes and hearths as the
primary focus for their craft. They are usually excellent cooks and delight in concocting
delicious meals. They are renowned for infusing magick with their meals and using edible
ingredients and potions as part of their rituals. When preparing food, a kitchen witch chants
and stirs, kneads bread while reciting incantations, and projects their intent while summoning
the energy within. They also incorporate magick while doing daily chores, such as sweeping
away negative energies with a besom (broom) or using scented herbs and oils with their
laundry.LUNAR WITCH This subgroup of witch honors the moon and uses its influence in all
their spells and rituals. They not only favor the lunar cycle in a magickal sense but also live
their life by the phases of the moon, planning events and working each moon phase into
everyday life. If this witch also follows a Hedgewitch tradition, you might find them using
Farmers’ Almanac to grow crops, planting and harvesting under the correct phases of the
moon.SECULAR WITCH This witch does not use any deities in their craft and often does not
even work with anything connected to the supernatural. They can sometimes accept universal
energy but choose not to connect witchcraft with religion.SHAMANIC WITCH Some people
argue that there is no association between witchcraft and shamanism, but Europeans do have
their own type of shamanic faith. There are numerous forms of shamanism throughout the
world. Most include a devout belief in the spirits, both good and bad, and seek to communicate
with them. This is achieved via self-hypnotism, a trance-like state enhanced by drums and
dancing, to achieve a certain level of consciousness. Healing is a major player, as is medicinal
knowledge using plants and herbs. This practice is fast-growing throughout the western world
and takes its roots from ancient beliefs.SOLITARY WITCH A solitary witch is one who practices
the craft on their own. In previous years, witches were loath to reveal their faith to anyone and
kept their beliefs and rituals secret. Nowadays, because Wicca is more widely accepted,
solitary witches have ‘come out of the broom closet,’ and although they still tend to practice in a
solitary fashion, they discuss their magickal intentions with other like-minded people.TEA
WITCH These witches are often seen at the kitchen table, predicting the future by reading tea
leaves. They also use tea as a kind of potion, blending and infusing herbs to combat minor
ailments.WEATHER WITCH When the weather is at its worst, weather witches are outside,
collecting rainwater or snow to use in their rituals. They pull on the energy of storms and
lightning and are devoted to all kinds of nature and the elements.Angels vs. GoddessesAs
modern witches in the twenty-first century, we wholly respect ancient, traditional methods of
witchery and appreciate that Wicca is so diverse and that we are all different. What suits one
witch will not necessarily be the calling of another.Some witches lean more toward the use of
either angel energy or goddess energy in their magick. Witches identify with both angelic
beings and deities and find comfort in asking them for help when practicing any form of magick.
Who better to summon when practicing magick than these wonderful beings?Witches may
have a personal affinity toward the angelic, but when you break it down, who is to say that they
are not summoning the same beings as those who worship gods and goddesses? Perhaps
angels and deities are the same beings but just have been given different names. It’s a theory,



but whether you are inclined toward the ancient gods or are more drawn to angels, there really
is no right or wrong way to worship. If you have an attraction with one set of beings over
another, then you must follow your heart. Each witch is at a different stage of spiritual
evolvement.Because we, the authors of The Witch’s Way, see ourselves as eclectic witches,
we sometimes pull on the power of a god or goddess during spellcastings, especially when
practicing a ritual from an old spell book. We believe in the power of the goddess just as we
believe in the influence of angels, and because we enjoy exploring all parts of the craft, we
have no compunction in using both. Some traditional witches may not favor this method, but it
works for us!GoddessesThe sole roots of Wicca derive from human civilization itself, and when
we look back at the earliest methods of witchcraft, we see that people of that time revered and
worshipped the gods and goddesses. So many are used in magick, and all have their own
influence and use in rituals to impact varying situations. Even today, thousands of traditional
practitioners identify with their faith through a love of these ancient deities. We know for a fact
that god and goddess worship predates Christianity, with ancient texts and cave drawings
dating back to over 3,200 bce. Isis was the supposed Egyptian goddess of magick and is often
used in modern-day rituals by witches. Just as there are thousands of different cultures and
beliefs across the world, there are thousands of deities to worship.Below are some of the more
commonly used angels and goddesses in magickal practices today.APHRODITE Greek
goddess representing beauty, love, and pleasure; her Roman counterpart is Venus, and she is
identified with the planet Venus; included in rituals for finding your inner beauty, love and
marriage, and romanceARTEMIS Greek goddess of virginity and childbirth; her Roman
counterpart, Diana, is goddess of the hunt; often connected with the moon; included in rituals
for conception and easy childbirthATHENA Symbolizes wisdom, protection, and wars; her
Roman counterpart is Minerva, goddess of wisdom and warfare, and is used in rituals for
encouraging education and stopping upsets; Athena is included in rituals for gaining wisdom,
for protection, and for warring families or neighborsBRIGID Goddess of creativity, poetry, and
crafts; included in rituals for inner creativity, writing, and painting or artCERRIDWEN Goddess
of prophecy; included in rituals for unleashing psychic abilities, divination, and foretelling the
futureDEMETER Greek goddess of the harvest; sometimes called the Triple or Mother
Goddess; included in rituals for lunar and garden magick, good harvests, and growing healthy
plants and herbsFORTUNA Roman goddess of wealth and fortune; included in rituals for
boosting cash flow and for business and material wealthFRIGG Norse goddess of household
management and matrimony; included in rituals for manage-ment and organization around the
home and for healing rifts in marriages and relationshipsHATHOR Considered an important
deity in ancient Egypt who embodied principles of love, motherhood, and joy; included in rituals
for summoning strength and perseverance for new mothers and for bringing happiness into the
homeHECATE Greek goddess of magick and witchcraft; often summoned to help enhance
magick in spells; included in rituals for preparation magickHESTIA Greek goddess of domestic
situations; included in rituals for bringing about harmony in families and creating contentment
in the homeISIS Goddess of magick, creativity, and to strengthen the underdog; included in
rituals for enhancing magick in spells, to stop bullying, and for centering on inner
creativityJUNO Roman queen of the gods; goddess of matrimony; included in rituals for
marriage and relationshipsKALI Hindu goddess of time and death; included in rituals for aiding
the passing of spirits to other realms and for protection in all thingsLUNA Roman goddess of
the moon; used by lunar witches to draw down the moon’s power before ritualsMA’AT Egyptian
goddess of truth and justice; included in rituals for anything legal, such as bringing about a
positive legal outcome, and for seeking the truth from individualsROSMERTA Celtic and



Roman goddess of abundance; included in rituals for success in business, for attracting more
money, and for fertility and conceptionSARASWATI Hindu goddess of education; included in
rituals for concentration when taking exams and for any kind of education issueSOL Norse sun
goddess; included in rituals for drawing on the sun’s power in spellcastingUMA Hindu goddess
of power, beauty, light, and wisdom; included in rituals for feminine empowerment, finding the
answers to questions, and bringing in new thingsAngelsAngels originally existed in Judaism,
predating the start of Christianity. They were agents of God who fought the war between light
and dark. Throughout time, angels have been given many different names to describe them.
Some even believe that the Egyptian goddess Isis originally had a winged appearance when
she arose in the form of an angel. Today angels are recognized in many faiths, and millions of
these beautiful beings can be summoned through prayer or ritual. Angels don’t care what
religion you practice; they only care that we spend time trying to perfect our souls and return to
the one universal source that resides over everything.If you are not sure which is the correct
angel to summon when spellcasting, simply direct your incantations to ‘the angels.’ You can say
something like, ‘I summon the angel of abundance to aid me in my magickal workings’ or ‘I call
upon the angel of love and romance to assist me in my spell.’ The angels will know who is right
to support you and will send him or her along to help.Here are some of the most commonly
used angels that modern witches call upon in their magickal circles:ARIEL Archangel of
animals and the environment; included in rituals for anything pertaining to animals, wildlife,
garden magick, and nature, and for planetary peaceAZRAEL Archangel of death; greets souls
at the point of death and transports them to the spirit world; included in rituals for easing the
transition from life to death and for help during the grieving processCHAMUEL Archangel who
provides strength and courage at times of adversity. Rituals for: Finding inner strength for life’s
hard lessons. Standing up to people who are controlling or overpowering. Finding lost objects,
and moving to a new homeGABRIEL The archangel messenger of all angels who helps one
overcome fear; also widely used with issues relating to children, conception, and birth; included
in rituals for finding answers to questions, overcoming fearful situations, protecting a child when
they are away, stopping a child from being bullied, or anything child-relatedHANIEL Archangel
of joy; included in rituals for romance, finding happiness and fulfillment, and easing frustration
and disappointmentJEREMIEL Archangel of dreams and visions; included in rituals for physical
development, prophetic dreams, meditation and visualization, and astral projectionMETATRON
Archangel of motivation and positive change; included in rituals for bringing about changes in
life, moving to a new house, starting a new job, summoning motivation to succeed, and making
any changes for the betterMICHAEL Archangel of defense and protection; is thought to be the
most respected of all the angels; best called on in times of emergency or crisis; included in
rituals for emergency situations, immediate help, protection from danger, removing negativity
from a person or a residence, and banishing evilRAPHAEL Archangel of emotional and
physical healing; included in rituals for healing ailments, calming emotions, and easing
depression, for any health-related matters, for help with the grieving process, and for boosting
willpowerURIEL Archangel of wisdom and salvation; often helps spark the imagination;
included in rituals for helping a person focus on the task at hand, bringing inspiration with a
creative influence, and connecting with a higher powerWhether you are a gods-and-goddesses-
type witch, are more comfortable asking the assistance of an angel, there is no right or wrong
way to ask for help. Listen and tune in to your inner voice. Make the magick happen for you!
BASICS OF SPELLCASTINGWhichever form of witchcraft you decide to follow, most books
state that some preparations must be undergone before commencing with any magick. For
instance, casting a circle, setting up candles, and even the ways in which you speak can all



influence your craft. But what exactly are these things for, and how can you prepare properly?
Read on for helpful explanations.Casting a CircleThe casting of a circle is vital to ensure your
own protection when invoking energy of any kind. The circle acts as a forcefield of good,
blocking out any negative energies that might otherwise enter your space. The circle also
magnifies your own magick, encapsulating the power you are summoning.Witches cast circles
in many ways. Once again, this is personal to each practitioner, so add your own spin if you
want. For those who have never cast a circle before, here is one method we use:1. Find a flat,
open space in your home, somewhere near your altar. The area doesn’t have to be big—just
large enough for you to stand inside.2. Use a compass or your smartphone and find the four
cardinal directions. Find one item that represents each of the elements. At each point in the
circle, place the appropriate item on the ground.For example:• EAST Represents air; possible
items include dried sage or a sage smudging stick, a feather, or an incense stick• SOUTH
Represents fire; possible items include an oil burner, a candle, or a tealight• WEST Represents
water; possible items include a seashell, a small pot of sand, a chalice of water, or rainwater
collected in a cup• NORTH Represents earth; possible items include a pot of soil, a potted
plant, crystals, rocks, or stones3. Stand in the center of the circle and face east. Relax your
shoulders and visualize open air. Say these words: ‘Spirits of air, I summon you.’Turn to the
south and imagine a candle flickering in your mind’s eye. Say these words: ‘Spirits of fire, I
summon you.’Turn to the west and envisage yourself on a beach, looking out to the ocean. Say
these words: ‘Spirits of the water, I summon you.’Finally, turn to the north and picture yourself
beneath a large oak tree with your hands on the ground.Say these words. ‘Spirits of the earth, I
summon you.’4. Remain facing north. Conjure up an image in your mind of all four elements
shining a light to a focal point above your head. Hold this image in your mind’s eye for a few
minutes. Say these words:‘Mother Earth, I thank you for your blessingsand ask that you fill this
circle with luminous light.Let nothing negative enter this space.’The circle is now blessed.‘So
mote it be.’Using Spell Candles*These days witches use small, cigar-size candles for their
spells, approximately 5 inches (13 cm) high. These are easily accessible online and can often
be purchased directly from witches who choose to make their own.To prepare your candle,
place it under running water to cleanse it and anoint it by smearing it with a small amount of
pure vegetable oil.*Never leave a lit candle unattended.To Rhyme or Not to RhymeAll spells
are individual, and although there are thousands of spells in circulation today, there really is no
right or wrong way to say them. Some spells rhyme while others do not. It’s not all about having
the perfect wording but more about the inner desire to reach your goal.If you fancy yourself a
poet or writer, you could try writing some of your own spells. The magick comes from deep
inside the spellcaster, so the ‘intent’ holds a power all its own. Just study which angel or god/
goddess is appropriate for the task at hand and then investigate which crystals or herbs might
best influence the subject. You often may find yourself up against a life problem not listed in a
spell book. In such cases, you might not have any choice but to adopt and adjust an already-
existing incantation or write a spell of your own. Some witches don’t use tools such as candles
and herbs at all but just have the confidence within themselves to project a thought or verse to
acquire their need. Don’t be afraid to experiment and test out lots of different ways to
spellcast.The most important factor in spellcasting is to believe in your own power and have no
doubt in your mind that your incantation will work. Even the slightest uncertainty will cause
failure, so it’s vital that, before you start, you feel firm in your faith and are sure of your
success.RITUALS USING THE GODS, GODDESSES, AND ANGELSBelow are some
examples of spells using corresponding items and different deities.An Opening Ritual to Evoke
the GoddessesOnce you have cast your circle and before you begin to cast your spell, it is



important to invoke Hecate, the goddess of magick and witchcraft. She will bring about a
peaceful ambiance and balance the energies around you. Perform this pre-ritual every time you
cast a spell.Hecate’s main corresponding colors are silver, white, and gold, so choose one or
more appropriately colored candles and place them at the back of your altar. Position some
salt, water, and crystals next to the candles. These are ideal, to represent the four elements.
You might like to add extra objects to your workspace, such as earth, an athame (ceremonial
dagger), or the symbol of a pentagram. It is entirely up to you. When you’re ready, focus on the
flames and recite this spell:‘Hecate, goddess of magick,I ask for you to shine down your divine
light.Cleanse the energy of this space in preparation for my spell.Every part of my being is
bathed in your light, and I am channeled with your excellence.So mote it be.’Your workspace is
now fully charged, blessed, and ready for the spell at hand.A Spell for Inviting Happiness with a
House BlessingMaterials7 pastel-colored candles, in white, pink, pale blue, green, lavender,
yellow and orange, and seven candleholders7 12–inch (30-cm) lengths of baby ribbon, in
colors corresponding to the candles7 candleholdersRITUALOn a new moon phase, wrap each
length of ribbon around each of the seven candleholders and tie with a bow. Put the candles in
the holders, making sure that they correspond with the ribbon colors. Position them on your
altar. They do not have to be in any order of color; just place them nicely on the surface and
light them.Recite this spell twelve times:“Encircle this home with all that is dear,Bless this
house and all who dwell here,I summon your power to rest in these walls,Goddess Hestia, hear
my calls.”Let the candles burn down and then untie the ribbons and braid them. Keep them
near a window. The magickal forces will continue to work.A Spell for Boosting Wealth with
Goddess HelpMaterialsA few coinsA green candle, for money, and a candleholderA piece of
paper with your bank details on it or a bank statementRITUALWednesdays are the best day to
cast spells for money, so in the evening, set up your altar with your candle in the center, the
coins scattered around the base of the holder and your bank statement to the side. Light the
candle and say this spell nine times:“Goddess Fortuna, hear me this day,Boost my cash flow
so that I mayPay my bills with grace and ease,And all my worries will be released.”When you
have said the spell nine times, close it with the words “So mote it be.”Leave the candle to burn
down, and within a few weeks, your bank account will be healthier.An Opening Ritual to Evoke
the AngelsJust as with the ritual for evoking the goddess, cast your circle and prepare your
candles (see pages 17–19). The best angel to summon when preparing an opening ritual is the
Archangel Michael. He is the dedicated protector and will ensure that nothing negative enters
your workspace.A Spell for Improving Luck and Restoring Peace with the AngelsMaterialsDried
chamomile in a bowl, for invoking serenity
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Sherry, “Magick!. Both of these authors are amazing...individually and collectively. This book
has so much valuable new information. There's information on the 6th sense and Shawn
Robbins is one of the top ten psychics in the world. There's spiritual astrology and angelic
numerology. This book is a great read..it's a page turner..and it's a keeper reference book. It
also happens to be a beautiful addition to your book shelf!”

Kristina, “Great Read for Beginners!. This book has a little bit of almost everything. Towards the
back they have a FAQ section where they answer some common questions like, "How do I set
up an altar?" and " Is it safe to cast a love spell?". It also features a self-initiation ritual that you
can do. What I was drawn to the most was the useful information on candle magic and how to
read the flame and the wax. I also found value in the info they had about how to meditate and
how to ward off evil during meditations!(never knew that) It has a lot of gems! My only wish was
that they had information on the different symbols like the horned god, triple goddess, etc.
They touched on the difference between pentagrams and pentacles, Wicca vs witchcraft. I felt
like that could've been included in this one or volume one of this series. At any rate, BUY THIS
BOOK. You will get majority of what you're looking for if not a beginners tip on the matter.P.S.
The book is a forest green, not a light grass green in the picture. Its also has a canvas texture
on the book itself(if you were wondering)....”

Cortny, “Great Book. Okay so I accidentally bought The Witches Way ( the 3rd book) before the
first 2 books in the collection. Shawn Robbins and Leanna Greenaway did an amazing job
putting this book together. Its informative and beautifully organized.It provides information on
various witchcraft topics such as angel numbers, different types of divination, spirit guides, etc.
Leanna and Shawn each write about personal experiences giving the reader another's view on
certain chapters which is really good for peoplw who like to thoroughly research and collect
information. I cant wait to purchase the others!”

Samantha Chiesa, “Spelling Errors Weaken This Handsome Book. Pros: Informative and
accessible. Very pretty coverCons: Spelling errors should have been found before publishing.
While I can still read the content, these errors take me out of the experience.(Example: Page
240 “they are found in laces” should be “they are found in PLACES”)”

dara, “A must have for all beginning witches. I love this! So informative. And easy to follow
along with. I’ve recommended this book twice now. I love this book!!!!”



Lindsay, “Amazing book for baby witches.. Such an amazing book for baby witches. It goes
over almost every basic thing you might want to learn when you are first starting off. From all
the different kinds of witches/with craft, gods and goddesses, angels, and all the different kinds
of magic that is used. I highly recommend this book”

Keri Vais, “Withery GOLD MINE!!. Already finished the book!!What a great references guide to
all things withery and MORE! Alot of things I wasn't expecting to be in this book, like angel
numbers, angels, guardians and spirit guides and what they all are and the history and apart,
the witches history as well! Such an amazing but that I will reference to often.!!”

Nicholas, “Loved it. The cover and illustrations are magical and the two authors have written a
very good book.”

Jule, “The witches way. Love them very interesting read”

Gareth, “Smaller than expected but great. Came on time ans looks like the picture! Smaller
than expected but still a good book!”

Victoria, “Fully recommend. This book is amazing it has everything you can see on the content
page as well as lots more like spells and star signs I love this book , worth the price”

Ana, “Nice book. Info about many tools of divination and some easy spells. Nice little book, well
binded and beautifully illustrated all throughout.Looks like a compendium about many tools of
divination: astrology, crystals, Moon, numerology, magic of plants, trees, birds, being psychic,
gods/goddesses and angels, and much more. A book for mystics as well as witches, it has
quite a few nice and easy spells.There are some things in there that I cannot agree with, which
are based more on folklore than on reality (i.e. reading the body, comes to my mind now, where
I find lots of info to be untrue, based on the many people I know for many years). But in every
culture we find things like these and some people strongly believe in them, instead of taking
them with a grain of salt. Still, as a whole, is a good, informative book.Wanted to return the
book because for me, there are few things in it I did not know, but it was difficult to find a
printer for Amazon labels during CoV19 quarantine. Amazon extended the time for return to
help me, and I appreciate this, thank you, but still, I could not do it, so I decided I have to keep
the book.”

The book by Shawn Robbins has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 835 people have provided feedback.
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